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Alaturka AŞ ; exports all kinds of hospital furniture, equipments  and all kinds of hospital consumables.Customer satisfaction is our main principle,and sustainable quality at every stage.  for this we have to strive as a whole team.As a company,especialy for export  we are always ready to be your solution partner with our experienced team.our aim is to make revolutionary changes in some subjects which are standard.Although we are a newly established company, we are confident as a staff and infrastructure.We attach importance to our customers as principles of working against our competitors in the market conditions, principled, honest, open and consistent. We respect and respect the compliance of our business with the law, general business ethics.Our mission is to follow our customers with advanced technological methods, to offer the most suitable solutions to our customers, to provide the most reliable fastest high performance services and to provide customer satisfaction by offering alternatives in the most suitable market conditions in high quality and standards.

“Alaturka AŞ olarak ; Her türlü hastane mobilyaları, ekipmanları ve her türlü hastane sarf malzemeleri ihracatı yapmaktayız Müşteri memnuniyeti ana prensibimiz ve her aşamada sürdürülebilir kalite amacımızdır. Bunun için bütün bir ekip olarak çaba göstermeliyiz. Bir şirket olarak, özellikle ihracat için her zaman deneyimli ekibimizle çözüm ortağınız olmaya hazırız. Amacımız standart olan bazı konularda devrim niteliğinde değişiklikler yapmaktır. Her ne kadar Yeni kurulan bir şirket olsak da, personel ve altyapı olarak kendimize güveniyoruz. Müşterilerimize, rakiplerimize karşı piyasa şartları içerisinde, ilkeli, dürüst, açık ve tutarlı olmayı çalışma prensipleri olarak önem veririz.”
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HB - 460HB Series

FeaturesHB460+ Hospital Bed, 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB460+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.
HB460  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory





WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking SystemSerum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer Wheel
o o

.. Central brake and direction lock wheels.Rail ControlNurse Comtrol SystemFoot control panelMattressGrip Handle

......
......

Sticer Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

BatteryLifting PoleOrthopedics Traction FrameOxygen Tube HolderFifth WheelUnderbed basket

HB - 460 / A

HB - 460 / A

HB - 460 / G

HB - 460 / G

HB - 460 / M

HB - 460 / M

HB - 460 / T

HB - 460 / T

HB - 460 / H

HB - 460 / H



HB - 464HB Series

FeaturesHB464+ Hospital Bed, 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB464+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up.  “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190 cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation:  The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB464  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory





WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking SystemSerum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer Wheel
o o

.. Central brake and direction lock wheels.Rail ControlNurse Comtrol SystemFoot control panelMattressGrip Handle

......
......

Sticer Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

BatteryLifting PoleOrthopedics Traction FrameOxygen Tube HolderFifth WheelUnderbed basket

HB - 464 / A

HB - 464 / A

HB - 464 / G

HB - 464 / G

HB - 464 / M

HB - 464 / M

HB - 464 / T

HB - 464 / T

HB - 464 / H

HB - 464 / H



HB - 465HB Series

FeaturesHB465+ Hospital Bed, 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB465+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB465  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory





WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking SystemSerum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer Wheel
o o

.. Central brake and direction lock wheels.Rail ControlNurse Comtrol SystemFoot control panelMattressGrip Handle

......
......

Sticer Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

BatteryLifting PoleOrthopedics Traction FrameOxygen Tube HolderFifth WheelUnderbed basket

HB - 465 / A

HB - 465 / A

HB - 465 / G

HB - 465 / G

HB - 465 / M

HB - 465 / M

HB - 465 / T

HB - 465 / T

HB - 465 / H

HB - 465 / H



HB - 444HB Series

FeaturesHB444+ Hospital 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB444+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions : Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation. Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB444  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory





WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking SystemSerum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer Wheel
o o

.. Central brake and direction lock wheels.Rail ControlNurse Comtrol SystemFoot control panelMattressGrip Handle

......
......

Sticer Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

BatteryLifting PoleOrthopedics Traction FrameOxygen Tube HolderFifth WheelUnderbed basket

HB - 444 / A

HB - 444 / A

HB - 444 / G

HB - 444 / G

HB - 444 / M

HB - 444 / M

HB - 444 / T

HB - 444 / T

HB - 444 / H

HB - 444 / H



HB - 445HB Series

FeaturesHB445+ Hospital Bed, 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB445+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe. Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB445  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory





WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking SystemSerum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer Wheel
o o

.. Central brake and direction lock wheels.Rail ControlNurse Comtrol SystemFoot control panelMattressGrip Handle

......
......

Sticer Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

BatteryLifting PoleOrthopedics Traction FrameOxygen Tube HolderFifth WheelUnderbed basket

HB - 445 / A

HB - 445 / A

HB - 445 / G

HB - 445 / G

HB - 445 / M

HB - 445 / M

HB - 445 / T

HB - 445 / T

HB - 445 / H

HB - 445 / H



HB - 450HB Series

FeaturesHB450+ Hospital Bed, 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB450+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.
HB450  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory





WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking SystemSerum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer Wheel
o o

.. Central brake and direction lock wheels.Rail ControlNurse Comtrol SystemFoot control panelMattressGrip Handle

......
......

Sticer Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

BatteryLifting PoleOrthopedics Traction FrameOxygen Tube HolderFifth WheelUnderbed basket

HB - 450 / A

HB - 450 / A

HB - 450 / G

HB - 450 / G

HB - 450 / M

HB - 450 / M

HB - 450 / T

HB - 450 / T

HB - 450 / H

HB - 450 / H



HB - 454HB Series

FeaturesHB454+ Hospital Bed, 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB454+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up.  “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190 cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation:  The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB454  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory





WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking SystemSerum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer Wheel
o o

.. Central brake and direction lock wheels.Rail ControlNurse Comtrol SystemFoot control panelMattressGrip Handle

......
......

Sticer Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

BatteryLifting PoleOrthopedics Traction FrameOxygen Tube HolderFifth WheelUnderbed basket

HB - 454 / A

HB - 454 / A

HB - 454 / G

HB - 454 / G

HB - 454 / M

HB - 454 / M

HB - 454 / T

HB - 454 / T

HB - 454 / H

HB - 454 / H



HB - 455HB Series

FeaturesHB455+ Hospital Bed, 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB455+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB455  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use
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HB - 459HB Series

FeaturesHB459+ Hospital 4+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB459+ beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails:  Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. Also it’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up. It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism.  It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. PP side rails are washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB459  4+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds
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BB-420HB Series

FeaturesFully electrical Functional patient hospital bedPP monoblock complete set of side rails with lockable mechanism and monoblock molded PP detachable head and foot boardsThe distance between head, foot boards, side rails and between side rails themselves are compatible to Euronorm 60601- 52 standardBed platform is equipped with mattress holder hooks, prevent the mattress from slipping and fallingBackrest movement facilitates makes comfortable the patient’s daily activities such as eating, drinking water, watching tv and reading booksAbility to move all adjustments of the bed silently and easilyAnti trendelenburg makes comfortable patient’s seating positionHPL mattress platform with gaps which is allow air ventilationIt is made of steel construction covered with specially baked powder paint (RALxxxx).Bumpers on the corners with brackets for I.V poleFour bumper wheels on corners to avoid hit to the wall scratches and crushes.Easy maneuverability with four 360° rotatable 125mm diameter wheels two of them with brakesSafe working load capacity of the bed is 250 kgIn case of emergency, the head and foot boards of the bed can be easily removed and installed.Thus, it saves space during both purchase (transportation) and storageSpecificationsBariatric hospital patient bedFour section HPL platform  Configurable (redesigned) structureRich accessory options can be integrated to the bedBack, leg rest and  trendelenburg anti trendelenbug movements make by electrical motor95 cm wide spacious bed surface that highlights patient comfortDetachable PP monoblockmolded head&foot boardsClean and smooth appearanceWall protective soft four corner bumpersFour Brackets on cornersStrong and durable structure made of steel profile360° roatable 125mm diameter wheels two of them with brakesMattress holders on the platformI.V pole with height adjustmentFULLY ELECTRICAL BARIATRIC HOSPITAL PATIENT BED



Positions of Use
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WidthLengthInternal dimensions HeightWeightWorking LoadLegrest AngleBack Angle

101 cm225 cm95 x 205 cm43 - 78 cm105KG250KG.0 - 30 0 - 70   
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Sticer Color Options
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HB - 344HB Series

FeaturesHB344 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB344 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSide Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB344  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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HB - 345HB Series

FeaturesHB345 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB345 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe. Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB345  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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HB350  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled BedsHB - 350HB Series

FeaturesHB350 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB350 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.
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HB - 354HB Series

FeaturesHB354 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB354 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up.  “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels:  Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.
HB354  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds
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HB - 355HB Series

FeaturesHB355 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB355 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB355  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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HB - 359HB Series

FeaturesHB359 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB359 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails:  Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. Also it’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up. It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism.  It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. PP side rails are washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB359  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm
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Sticer Color Options
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Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality
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HB - 360HB Series
HB360  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB360 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB360 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories

Position
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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HB - 364HB Series

FeaturesHB364 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB364 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up.  “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels:  Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.
HB364  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 - 85 cm72 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm
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HB - 365HB Series

FeaturesHB365 Hospital 3+1 Adjustment Fully Electrical ControlHB365 beds comes with double trendelenburg and has a configureable frame system. Each motor has 6000 N push capacity lineer actuators. Back rest, knee rest and height adjustments made by the motors. Back rest 0-70°, knee rest 0-35° and height between 390 - 800 mm adjustable by hand remote control.Area of use: Clinics, Intensive Care Units, Long term cares, Nursing, Home careSupported Care Positions: Power inputs suitable with 110 / 220V AC, also with plug&run feature you do not need any installation.  Motors installed on the beds working under 40dB noise. It’s considered as silence as in library.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: The bed comes with a lower deck frame. It meets expectations of mobilisation as either diagonal lock and central lock can be added as option Central lock enables you to lock all castor from single point. Also steering castor is available for linear mobilisation of beds.  5th castor option In terms of being practical It performs at maximum level while turning corners espacially in busy times. The lower deck frame designed with minimum 150mm underbed clearance to ensure patient lift and overbed table to be used comfortably.HB365  3+1 Adjustments, Fully Electrically Controlled Beds
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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HB - 244HB Series

FeaturesHB244 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, siderail-free beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability. Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment, can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle  and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options for platform covering and castors with HB244 models.Side Rails: Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds.  It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe.  Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up.“Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table.  “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
HB244 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds



Positions of Use
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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HB - 245HB Series
HB245 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB245 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, siderail-free beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability. Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment, can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle  and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options for platform covering and castors with HB245 models.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe. Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.



Positions of Use
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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FeaturesHB24W Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, siderail-free beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability. Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment, can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle  and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options for platform covering and castors with HB24W models.Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.HB - 24WHB Series
HB24W  2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds
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HB - 250HB Series
HB250 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB250 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB250 models.Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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HB - 254HB Series
HB254 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB254 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB254 models.Side Rails: Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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HB - 255HB Series
HB255 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB255 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB255 models.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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HB - 259HB Series
HB259 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB259 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB259 models.Side Rails:  Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. Also it’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up. It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism.  It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. PP side rails are washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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FeaturesHB25W Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB25W models.Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.HB - 25WHB Series
HB25W  2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds
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HB - 260HB Series
HB260 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB260 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB250 models.Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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HB - 264HB Series
HB264 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB264 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB254 models.Side Rails: Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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HB - 265HB Series
HB265 2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds

FeaturesHB265 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB255 models.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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FeaturesHB26W Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, side-rail-free designed beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment,  can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter. It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options to platform covering and castors for HB25W models.Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70° by motor, kneerest 35° by motor and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class. Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.HB - 26WHB Series
HB26W  2+1 Adjustments, Electrically Controlled Beds
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Alaturka AŞ ; exports all kinds of hospital furniture, equipments  and all kinds of hospital consumables.Customer satisfaction is our main principle,and sustainable quality at every stage.  for this we have to strive as a whole team.As a company,especialy for export  we are always ready to be your solution partner with our experienced team.our aim is to make revolutionary changes in some subjects which are standard.Although we are a newly established company, we are confident as a staff and infrastructure.We attach importance to our customers as principles of working against our competitors in the market conditions, principled, honest, open and consistent. We respect and respect the compliance of our business with the law, general business ethics.Our mission is to follow our customers with advanced technological methods, to offer the most suitable solutions to our customers, to provide the most reliable fastest high performance services and to provide customer satisfaction by offering alternatives in the most suitable market conditions in high quality and standards.

“Alaturka AŞ olarak ; Her türlü hastane mobilyaları, ekipmanları ve her türlü hastane sarf malzemeleri ihracatı yapmaktayız Müşteri memnuniyeti ana prensibimiz ve her aşamada sürdürülebilir kalite amacımızdır. Bunun için bütün bir ekip olarak çaba göstermeliyiz. Bir şirket olarak, özellikle ihracat için her zaman deneyimli ekibimizle çözüm ortağınız olmaya hazırız. Amacımız standart olan bazı konularda devrim niteliğinde değişiklikler yapmaktır. Her ne kadar Yeni kurulan bir şirket olsak da, personel ve altyapı olarak kendimize güveniyoruz. Müşterilerimize, rakiplerimize karşı piyasa şartları içerisinde, ilkeli, dürüst, açık ve tutarlı olmayı çalışma prensipleri olarak önem veririz.”
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MCB - 144MCB Series
MCB144 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB144 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedTelescopic side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height.  It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term. Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Mattress Platform: 2 sectional beds, one is adjustable backrest to 0-70°, another one is fixed section. Mattress platform has wide lying area as 85cm width and 190cm lenght for a comfortable recoveryHead and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 145MCB Series
MCB145 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB145 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedAliminium foldable side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term. Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores.  With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering. Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 14WMCB Series
MCB14W Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB14W Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedSide-rail-free beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term. Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 2 sectional beds, one is adjustable backrest to 0-70°, another one is fixed section. Mattress platform has wide lying area as 85cm width and 190cm lenght for a comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 150MCB Series
MCB150 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB150 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedPP (ABS) fold-away side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. Equipped with detachable PP (ABS) head and foot boards for hygiene purpose. The side rails come with soft-drop mechanism. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 154MCB Series
MCB154 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB154 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedTelescopic side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height.  It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 155MCB Series
MCB155 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB155 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedAliminium foldable side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. Equipped with detachable PP (ABS) head and foot boards for hygiene purpose. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 2 sectional beds, one is adjustable backrest to 0-70°, another one is fixed section. Mattress platform has wide lying area as 85cm width and 190cm lenght for a comfortable recoveryPainting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 159MCB Series
MCB159 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB159 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedPP (ABS) fold-away side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. Equipped with detachable PP (ABS) head and foot boards for hygiene purpose. The side rails come with soft-drop mechanism. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely.  Also it’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up. It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism.  It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. PP side rails are washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 15WMCB Series
MCB15W Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB15W Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedSide-rail-free beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. Equipped with detachable PP (ABS) head and foot boards for hygiene purpose. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. .Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 2 sectional beds, one is adjustable backrest to 0-70°, another one is fixed section. Mattress platform has wide lying area as 85cm width and 190cm lenght for a comfortable recoveryPainting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 160MCB Series
MCB160 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB160 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedPP (ABS) fold-away side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. Equipped with detachable PP (ABS) head and foot boards for hygiene purpose. The side rails come with soft-drop mechanism. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 164MCB Series
MCB164 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB164 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedTelescopic side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height.  It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 165MCB Series
MCB165 Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB165 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedAliminium foldable side railed beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. Equipped with detachable PP (ABS) head and foot boards for hygiene purpose. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 2 sectional beds, one is adjustable backrest to 0-70°, another one is fixed section. Mattress platform has wide lying area as 85cm width and 190cm lenght for a comfortable recoveryPainting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 16WMCB Series
MCB16W Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB16W Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedSide-rail-free beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. Equipped with detachable PP (ABS) head and foot boards for hygiene purpose. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingPatients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. .Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 2 sectional beds, one is adjustable backrest to 0-70°, another one is fixed section. Mattress platform has wide lying area as 85cm width and 190cm lenght for a comfortable recoveryPainting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 245MCB Series
MCB245 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesHB245 Home Care 2+1 Adjustment, Electrically Controlled BedsBack rest and knee rest adjustment controlled by electrical hand remote, foot rest adjusted by manual ratchet mechanism, fixed height, siderail-free beds. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision or patients with self-control ability. Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. Semi-fowler position, 30° of back rest adjustment, can be used for those with heart, respiratory and neurological disorders or using a nasogastric catheter It also meets the requirements of the Fowler position with 45 degrees of basic back rest angle  and knee rest bending position support for providing comfort, relaxing breathing, post-thoracic surgery or patients with cardiovascular problems. As the back rest and knee rest can be adjusted seperately, It is ideal for activities such as long time sitting, reading book, using computer and eating food. We provide wide options for platform covering and castors with HB245 models.Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe. Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand remote control. Beds equiped with low voltage motors at 24V DC. The motors generate 2x 4500N power and are in IPX4 protection class.  Hand remotes are with coil type cables and easy to use without any guide as to be user friendly.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 24WMCB Series
MCB24W Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB24W Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankSide-rail-free beds with single crank adjustment of backrest, fixed height. It’s suitable to meet basic care needs of patients in need. The bed to be controlled by caregivers for short and long term.  It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, NursingSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores.  With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering. Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Wood/Metal type panels developed for being economic and practical. It easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed. Metal part is stainless steel, and wood part is MDF covered wood.  Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform. Metal parts of the bed made of smooth finishing for injury risks.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 250MCB Series
MCB250 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB250 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come with full PP(ABS) side rail soft-drop mechanism. Also PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores. With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering.  Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory




WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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MCB - 254MCB Series
MCB254 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB254 Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come with telescopic side rail. PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores.  With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering. Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedPainting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory




WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 cm55 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm
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MCB - 255MCB Series
MCB255 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB255 Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come with telescopic side rail. PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores. With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering . Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory




WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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MCB - 259MCB Series
MCB259 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB259 Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come with half PP(ABS) side rail soft-drop mechanism. Also PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose.  It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores.  With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering. Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely.  Also it’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up. It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism.  It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. PP side rails are washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.



Positions of Use
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MCB - 25WMCB Series
MCB25W Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB25W Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come as side-rail-free. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores.  With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 260MCB Series
MCB260 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB260 Single Crank Adjusment Manual BedBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come with full PP(ABS) side rail soft-drop mechanism. Also PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores. With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering.  Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Fold-away PP side rails developed to provide comfortable getting in and exiting of the bed and safe recovery as they get the full length side covered. Its stable constuction and ergonomic holding points help patients to exit beds easily and safely. It contains 2 parts of side rail on each side, can be controlled seperately.  It’s developed for those having problem while sitting and getting up as well as providing full safety against risk of falling out . It moves up and down smoothly thanks to its gas spring mechanism and “soft drop” feature. While It is up ward position, make sure it’s clicked and locked with its automatic lock mechanism. It includes angle indicator on side rails, you can adjust the backrest to desired position considering situation of the patient on bed. The PP side rails are washable, autoclavable, resistance to cleaning chemicals, light-weight, durable and minimized risk of injuries thanks to smooth finishes. Overall, the bed has appearance of professional and top-level use.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 264MCB Series
MCB264 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB264 Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come with telescopic side rail. PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores.  With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering. Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails:  Telescopic height adjustable side rail is cost effective solution for those who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can move up and down.  Ergonomic design and smooth finishing reduce risk of injuries against accidental hits. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position. Each side rail can be adjusted from the both side. Three adjustments possible as “down”, “half-down”, and up. “Down” position of the side rail; patients can get in and out of the beds easily. “Half-down” position; becomes holding bar as support while getting in and out of the beds. Also It secures upper body of patient when in lying position.”Half-down” position is suitable to use over bed table. “Up” position provides full security for patients.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedPainting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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MCB - 265MCB Series
MCB265 Two Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB265 Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come with telescopic side rail. PP (ABS) Head and Foot board provided with bed for hygean purpose. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores. With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning. Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering . Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°,  therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Aliminium side rails equipped for caring patients who have risk of falling out of beds. It is placed both side of the beds and can fold down-up. Folding feature provides spacious clearance under beds. Trigger mechanism performs as button to fold down the rails. Open view type of side rails developed for those who have demantia and panic attack issues so that they do not feel imprisoned and unsafe . Patients can be still in visual communication, while the side rails adjusted to even the highest position.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals.  They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bedMattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.
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WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght
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MCB - 26WMCB Series
MCB26W Single Crank AdjusmentManual Bed

FeaturesMCB26W Beds with 2+1 Adjustments Controlled Manually by Hand CrankBeds with hand crank adjustments of back rest and knee rest, ratchet mechanism adjustment of foot rest, fixed height and come as side-rail-free. It is designed to respond to short and long term basic care needs and to be used for patients who needs caregiver supervision.Suggested area of use : Home Care, Hospitals, Nursing HomeSupports Semi-fowler and Fowler positions. Back rest adjusted up to 0°-70° and knee rest 0°-35°. For long time use, fowler/sitting position prevents patients from getting bedsores.  With fowler positions backrest and kneerest to be adjusted simultanously for comfortable positioning Also with fowler position, patients will have better blood circulation which will provide faster recovering Patients can experince an ideal sitting position with adjustment of backrest to 0-70°, therefore activities like eating, using bedpan, watching tv, reading book or using laptop to be done comfortably. Side Rails: Developed as side-rail-free , for those who do not have risk of falling and have auto-control capability providing cost effective solutions. Main target users are patients who have demantia, alzheimer, panic attack etc. Please consult your doctor or an expert before order the bed.Head and Foot Panels: Made of polypropylene ( PP ) medical grade plastic for hygen and cleaning purpose. Washable, autoclavable and resistance to cleaning chemicals. They are designed as detachable for emergency intervenes as well as making up the bed. Height of the panels is 33,5 cm from mattress platform.The boards easily fit on sockets placed at four corner of the bed.Mattress Platform: 4 sections, 3 adjustable platform consist adjusments of backrest 70°, kneerest 35° by hand crank and footrest 45° by ratchet mechanism. The platform has 85cm width and 190cm length for comfortable recovery.Painting and Coating : Construction and frame surfaces are coated with epoxy powder paint at high degree ovens. Durability, resistance to scratching and smooth surface at high quality is under guarantee. Therefore, It keeps the look like the first day. Eco-friendly smooth surfaces help you take care of your beds at ease.Construction (Body) : Made of steel construction. With gas metal arch welding technique, It provides strong and durable body.Additional Option: Legs and boards of our beds are demountable, therefore It ensures maximum use of space during storage and transportation. There is space under beds needed for placing lifts and overbed tables.Adjustment Control : Adjustments made via hand crank control. Beds equiped with mechanism that helps caregivers adjusting the bed smoothly and in silence. Cranks gears have self-lock system. Hand cranks can be foldable and hidden while not in use. That prevents injuries from accidental and unwanted hits.Mobilisation: If you need to move a patient with the bed, then It is a must to equip beds with castors. Especially for hospitals the mobility of beds is the basic need, yet for home care use we provide options for the beds to be without castors. Also more cost-effective option, beds without castors can be a good choice.



Positions of Use

Teknik Özellikler / Technical Specifications Standart Aksesuarlar / Standard Accessories. .Opsiyonel Özellikler / Optional Accessory




WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Back AngleInternal DimensionsWidthLenght

101 cm225 cm50 cm55 KG220KG.73 cm0 - 70   85 cm190 cm

Çapraz Frenleme Sistemi / Cross Braking System

o o

. Serum Askısı / IV PoleTampon Tekeri / Buffer WheelMattressLifting PoleOxygen Tube Holder

....

.
Yatak Renk Seçenekleri / Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02TurkuazTurquoise SiyahBlack

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

MCB - 26W / M MCB - 26W / T

MCB - 26W / TMCB - 26W / G

MCB - 26W / G

MCB - 26W / A

MCB - 26W / A

MCB - 26W/ M



Mobile Pediatric BedCB 177-B

FeaturesCB 177 - B - Mobile pediatric bedDescriptionPediatric bed platform is covered with travers sheet.There is a storage rack at the bottom.Metal side rails moving up and down and lockable when necessarySteel construction parts are cleaned with an automatic system  rails. And it is painted with electrostatic powder coating at 180 degree.Through 360 °rotatable four 100mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveApart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Specifications- Economic- Tubular steel body- Epoxy powder painted- Clean and smooth appearance- Metal side rails moving up and down

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightSafe working load capacityWheels

48 x 79 cm100 cm25 KG100 kg75 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)
Quality
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Alaturka AŞ ; exports all kinds of hospital furniture, equipments  and all kinds of hospital consumables.Customer satisfaction is our main principle,and sustainable quality at every stage.  for this we have to strive as a whole team.As a company,especialy for export  we are always ready to be your solution partner with our experienced team.our aim is to make revolutionary changes in some subjects which are standard.Although we are a newly established company, we are confident as a staff and infrastructure.We attach importance to our customers as principles of working against our competitors in the market conditions, principled, honest, open and consistent. We respect and respect the compliance of our business with the law, general business ethics.Our mission is to follow our customers with advanced technological methods, to offer the most suitable solutions to our customers, to provide the most reliable fastest high performance services and to provide customer satisfaction by offering alternatives in the most suitable market conditions in high quality and standards.

“Alaturka AŞ olarak ; Her türlü hastane mobilyaları, ekipmanları ve her türlü hastane sarf malzemeleri ihracatı yapmaktayız Müşteri memnuniyeti ana prensibimiz ve her aşamada sürdürülebilir kalite amacımızdır. Bunun için bütün bir ekip olarak çaba göstermeliyiz. Bir şirket olarak, özellikle ihracat için her zaman deneyimli ekibimizle çözüm ortağınız olmaya hazırız. Amacımız standart olan bazı konularda devrim niteliğinde değişiklikler yapmaktır. Her ne kadar Yeni kurulan bir şirket olsak da, personel ve altyapı olarak kendimize güveniyoruz. Müşterilerimize, rakiplerimize karşı piyasa şartları içerisinde, ilkeli, dürüst, açık ve tutarlı olmayı çalışma prensipleri olarak önem veririz.”
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ST Series
StretchersST 400 

FeaturesST 400 EMERGENCY STRETCHERST 400 - Structurally, we can define the stretcher, which is generally developed to be used in emergency interventions, as a platform where injured and patients can be transported..ST 400 stretcher has been designed functional and ergonomic for the transportation and treatment of patients in emergency departments.The ST 400 emergency treatment stretcher provides fast and safe transfer of patients, In emergency situations, the patient has the upper equipment that can be intervened on the stretcher.The lying surface is made of HPL platform and it is X ray translucent.Our stretcher is height adjustable from double points, its height is adjusted with a telescopic column hydraulic system.Back rest adjustment of the stretcher is adjusted with gas spring. Height, trendelenburg and reverse trendelenburg adjustments can be moved with foot pedals connected to double hydraulic mechanisms.Total of six foot pedals are available, three on each side.The stretcher also has safety locked side rails that can be folded when necessary, preventing the patient from falling accidentally.Crash bumpers have been adapted to the four corners of our stretcher and there are also IV pole housing on all four corners.The lower chassis of the stretcher is antibacterial ABS coated and has an easy-to-clean surface structure.There is an oxygen tube housing on the ABS bottom chassis of our stretcher.There is an ergonomic push bar on the bedside of the stretcher for easy mobility.It provides safe mobility with its antistatic functional four wheels with 360 ° maneuverability.One height adjustable serum hanger with two hooks which made of tube steel with electrostatic painted, this hanger can be attached to four sides of the stretcher.Specifications• Ergonomic• Double hydraulic• Back rest adjustment made gas spring• Strong and durable structure made of steel profile.• Epoxy powder painted construction• Clean and smooth appearance• Laterally folding side rails• Durable liquid proof surface• Crash bumpers that minimize accidents



Position of The Chair

Technical Specifications
External dimencionsInternal dimencions (WXL)HeightWeightWorking LoadTrendelenburg

77x 212 cm62 X 196 cm57.5 cm - 89 cm 75 KG200 KG.15  

 Cross Braking SystemIV Pole

o

Standard Accessories.. Towel HolderFifth wheelCentral brakeX-Ray cassette holderSecurity beltsMonitor tableUrine bag holder

..Optional Accessory


Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04 ALT -05 ALT -06Turquoise Orange Maroon White Gray

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality

.....



STRETCHER
ST 200 PORTABLE CANVAS STRETCHERST 200

FeaturesDescriptionManufactured from 450 denier vinyl fabric.It has 8 holding handles, durable to carry.It can be easily used in crime scenes where fixed stretchers cannot enter.Resistant to carry, no tearing or rupture.Apart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Specifications- Economic- Clean and smooth appearance- Eight holding hadles- Made of durable vinyl fabric- Great savings in transportation and storage
Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)WeightSafe working load capacity

70 x 200 cm1 kg150 kg
Quality



STRETCHER
ST 210 Manual foldable stretcherST 210

FeaturesDescriptionHeadrest adjustable stretcher.Stretcher bed platform is made of polyester canvas.Steel construction parts are cleaned with an automatic system  rails. And it is painted with electrostatic powder coating at 180 degree.Lightweight easily movable portableFixed heightSafe lifting capacity of stretcher is 150 kgFolding stretcher provides maximum space savings during both purchase (transportation) and storageApart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Specifications- Platform two sections- Up holstered- Economic- Clean and smooth appearance- Strong and durable structure made of steel tubular profile- Fixed legs- Great savings in transportation and storage

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightSafe working load capacity

50 x 200 cm50 cm9 kg150 kg
Quality



Alaturka AŞ ; exports all kinds of hospital furniture, equipments  and all kinds of hospital consumables.Customer satisfaction is our main principle,and sustainable quality at every stage.  for this we have to strive as a whole team.As a company,especialy for export  we are always ready to be your solution partner with our experienced team.our aim is to make revolutionary changes in some subjects which are standard.Although we are a newly established company, we are confident as a staff and infrastructure.We attach importance to our customers as principles of working against our competitors in the market conditions, principled, honest, open and consistent. We respect and respect the compliance of our business with the law, general business ethics.Our mission is to follow our customers with advanced technological methods, to offer the most suitable solutions to our customers, to provide the most reliable fastest high performance services and to provide customer satisfaction by offering alternatives in the most suitable market conditions in high quality and standards.

“Alaturka AŞ olarak ; Her türlü hastane mobilyaları, ekipmanları ve her türlü hastane sarf malzemeleri ihracatı yapmaktayız Müşteri memnuniyeti ana prensibimiz ve her aşamada sürdürülebilir kalite amacımızdır. Bunun için bütün bir ekip olarak çaba göstermeliyiz. Bir şirket olarak, özellikle ihracat için her zaman deneyimli ekibimizle çözüm ortağınız olmaya hazırız. Amacımız standart olan bazı konularda devrim niteliğinde değişiklikler yapmaktır. Her ne kadar Yeni kurulan bir şirket olsak da, personel ve altyapı olarak kendimize güveniyoruz. Müşterilerimize, rakiplerimize karşı piyasa şartları içerisinde, ilkeli, dürüst, açık ve tutarlı olmayı çalışma prensipleri olarak önem veririz.”
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JINN-03GT Series
Gynecological Examination Chair

JINN 03 Fully electrical gynecology examination chairJINN 03 Electric Gynecological examination table is used for the detection and follow-up of the female genital area, pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.The most important feature of our gynecological examination table is that it is ergonomic and designed to make women feel comfortable.It makes back, foot and trendelenburg movements through wired hand control without any difficulty thanks to its silent electric motor.In comparision to the other sectoral competitors JINN 03 Makes the height movement in a very wide-free range (from 480 mm to 950 mm. ) . As a rusult, it provides ease and comfort fort he physican as well.The sitting platform, which consists of two parts, is covered with liquid-proof, easy-to-clean vinlex on high density sponge.Durable and long-lasting steel construction assembly surface is cleaned with rail automatic system.It is also painted with electrostatic powder paint at 180 degrees.There is a removable plastic liquid waste collection container under the bed platform, which is easy to sterilize.In order to create a high level of comfort for the doctor and patient during the examination, it has an automatic height-low adjustment system and two lateral foot support.All equipment related to JINN 03 Electric Gynecological examination table offers a high level of comfort to the patient thanks to its unique filling structure. First class standard sponge covered with vinlex.The seat height can be adjusted and fixed. Armrests are adjustable up and down. Because of its special design it stands parallel to the grund in positionIt can only be lıfted by pushıng up and provides a suitable passing way to the patient.With its plug-in foot piece part, Jınn 03 easyly gains full bearing function of its own.It provides safe mobility with its antistatic functional four wheels with 360 ° maneuverability. One height adjustable IV pole with two hooks, steel body electrostatic painted, this hanger can be attached to both sides of the table.Specification • Electrical three motorized• Ergonomic design• With back rest, height adjustment and trendelenburg movements• Wired hand set control• Clean and smooth appearance • Pair of leg support
• Strong and durable structure made of steel profile.• Easy to clean• 360°swivel wheels two of them with brakes• One height adjustable I.V. pole



Position of The Chair

Technical Specifications
WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Seat LengthFoot LengthBack AngleTrendelenburg

61 cm135 cmmin 48 cm to  max 95 cm72 KG230 KG.89.5 cm43.3 cm42 cm 80 (±5cm)22   

 Cross Braking SystemHand ControlIV PolePillowStainless Waste Container
o
o

Standard Accessories.....
Nurse Control PanelFoot Control PanelPolyurethane Calf SupportBatteryTowel Holder

.....
Optional Accessory



Deri Renk Seçenekleri / Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04 ALT -05 ALT -06TurkuazTurquoise SiyahBlack EflatunPlato BordoMaroon BeyazWhite GriGray

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality



Position of The Chair

Technical Specifications
WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Seat LengthFoot LengthBack Angle

60 cm185 cm75 cm 55 KG180 KG.85 cm50 cm 45 cm 90 (±5cm)   

 Fixed footPillow

o

Standard Accessories.. Polyurethane Calf SupportTowel HolderIV Pole
...
Optional Accessory



Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04 ALT -05 ALT -06TurkuazTurquoise SiyahBlack EflatunPlato BordoMaroon BeyazWhite GriGray

Quality



Position of The Chair

Technical Specifications
WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Seat LengthFoot LengthBack Angle

60 cm185 cm75 cm 55 KG180 KG.85 cm50 cm 45 cm 90 (±5cm)   

 Fixed footPillow

o

Standard Accessories.. Polyurethane Calf SupportTowel HolderIV Pole
...
Optional Accessory



Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04 ALT -05 ALT -06TurkuazTurquoise SiyahBlack EflatunPlato BordoMaroon BeyazWhite GriGray

Quality
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Alaturka AŞ ; exports all kinds of hospital furniture, equipments  and all kinds of hospital consumables.Customer satisfaction is our main principle,and sustainable quality at every stage.  for this we have to strive as a whole team.As a company,especialy for export  we are always ready to be your solution partner with our experienced team.our aim is to make revolutionary changes in some subjects which are standard.Although we are a newly established company, we are confident as a staff and infrastructure.We attach importance to our customers as principles of working against our competitors in the market conditions, principled, honest, open and consistent. We respect and respect the compliance of our business with the law, general business ethics.Our mission is to follow our customers with advanced technological methods, to offer the most suitable solutions to our customers, to provide the most reliable fastest high performance services and to provide customer satisfaction by offering alternatives in the most suitable market conditions in high quality and standards.

“Alaturka AŞ olarak ; Her türlü hastane mobilyaları, ekipmanları ve her türlü hastane sarf malzemeleri ihracatı yapmaktayız Müşteri memnuniyeti ana prensibimiz ve her aşamada sürdürülebilir kalite amacımızdır. Bunun için bütün bir ekip olarak çaba göstermeliyiz. Bir şirket olarak, özellikle ihracat için her zaman deneyimli ekibimizle çözüm ortağınız olmaya hazırız. Amacımız standart olan bazı konularda devrim niteliğinde değişiklikler yapmaktır. Her ne kadar Yeni kurulan bir şirket olsak da, personel ve altyapı olarak kendimize güveniyoruz. Müşterilerimize, rakiplerimize karşı piyasa şartları içerisinde, ilkeli, dürüst, açık ve tutarlı olmayı çalışma prensipleri olarak önem veririz.”

Hakkımızda / About Us
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BC Series
Blood Donation ChairBC 410 / HERMES

FeaturesHERMES BC 410The blood collection chair has been produced with the thought of the comfortable sitting of the person who will use it, and it has been tested completely user-oriented.Electric blood collection chair, which consists of three sections, is nurse-friendly with its comfortable armrest in addition to providing optimal stabilization during intervention.Thanks to its unique design structure, it is an indispensable assistant for performing intervention operations with its light alloy used without sacrificing ease of use and durability in production.Four motorized structure is designed for easy use, back, leg rest, trendelenburg adjustments made by hand remote control.Armrests are adjustable up and down. Our R&D studies provide a hygienic application area adapted to maximize the sterilization of the product. It has a special surface area that reduces the possibility of infection to zero.It is painted with electrostatic powder paint at 180 ° degrees.The seat, which can be moved to any place with its ease of mobility, has four completely antistatic wheels, two of them with brakes.

DescriptionHeight adjustableEasy to clean waterproof vinlex leather over high density sponge on the lying surface.Armrests moves up&downEpoxy painted long lasting steel construction

Specification• Four motorized• Three section platform with upholstery• 61 cm wide, spacious surface highlighting user comfort• Clean and smooth appearance• Strong and durable structure made of steel profile• Mobilized (with mobility)• Two adjustable arm rest



Position of The Chair

Technical Specifications
WidthLengthHeightWeightWorking LoadBack Lenght  Seat LengthFoot LengthBack AngleTrendelenburg

61 x 180 cm135 cmmin 48 cm to  max 95 cm65 KG230 KG.89.5 cm45 cm 35 cm 80 (±5cm)22   

 Cross Braking SystemHand ControlIV PolePillow

o
o

Standard Accessories.... Nurse Control PanelFoot Control PanelBatteryTowel Holder

....
Optional Accessory



Deri Renk Seçenekleri / Color Options
ALT -01 ALT -02 ALT -03 ALT -04 ALT -05 ALT -06TurkuazTurquoise Orange EflatunPlato BordoMaroon BeyazWhite GriGray

Sertifika ve Belgeler / Quality



BC Series
Blood Donation ChairBC 130

FeaturesBC130 Mobile Blood Donation Chair In the mobile position, it provides economy in the logistics process with minimum volumes.It takes up less space in storage when not in use.It can be easily carried with 75mm wheels.With strong steel and aluminum construction, the foldable foot and top platform provide ergonomic and practical uses.All steel and aluminum construction is coated at 180°C with electrostatic, polyester additive, UV resistant powder coating. It is easy to disinfect as it is resistant to rust and corrosion.610 DENIER pvc reinforced fabric is used in double layers on all surfaces.? cm wide spacious bed surface that highlights patient comfortWaterproof special fabric has fire retardant property at the same time.Ergonomic arm support can be used on both sides. 360 degrees rotatable, and with height adjustment.Disposable roll cover and towel holder are provided as standard.Universal and height adjustable I.V pole which can be used on both sides.SpecificationsCONSTRUCTION: steel / aluminum coated with electrostatic polyester additive at 180 degrees with UV resistant powder paintMOVEMENT : Trendelenburg position (pneumatic system) foldable backrest and legrestPLATFORM : 610 DENIER pvc doped fabric. Double-layer covered lying surface.MOBILITY : The device can be moved with two anti-static wheels.Foldable, it can be used mobile  without taking up space.HARDWARE : One Height adjustable I.V pole, universal 360° rotatable armrest with height adjustment and towel holder with roll cover

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightBackrest adjustmentSafe working load capacity

65 x 195 cm45 cm17 KG0-170 derece120  kg

Quality
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Medical Carts
Medilcal TrolleyMT-A  02

FeaturesDescriptionThe chassis of the treatment cart is made of 18 mm chipboard.Three drawers are available16 different sizes of antibacterial polycarbonate boxes are available on the front and back.Easy to clean through smooth operating surface ABS plastic top coating.All edges of the worktop are rounded and raised against liquid spillsThere is one medicine preparation tray in the treatment cartThere is a movable defibrillator stand integrated on the body.One height adjustable I.V poleThere is a steel waste bin on the unit.There is a resuscitation board on the unit.Through 360 °rotatable four 125mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveIt has a 2-year manufacturer’s warranty commitment for manufacturing and assembly defects.Apart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Optional accessoriesStainless steel waste binSpecifications-ABS top-Three drawers-Preperation tray-16 antibacterial polycarbonate boxes on front and back-Strong and durable construction made of chipboard-Clean and smooth appearance--Mobility-Four 100 mm diameter wheels-Two of wheels are with brake-One I.V pole-Resuscitation board-Defibrillator stand

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

50 x 90 cm123 cm70KG100 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)Quality



Medical Carts
Medilcal TrolleyMT-C  01

FeaturesDescriptionThe Medical trolley is designed and manufactured entirely from 304 quality stainless steel for use in emergency response areas and operating rooms. In unit five drawers of different depths to meet all kinds of needs.The product drawers are self-braked and telescopic rail connected to the body.There are separators placed in the drawer that ensure that medicines are not mixed and presented in a certain order.Easy to clean through smooth operating surface ABS plastic top coating.All edges of the worktop are rounded and raised against liquid spillsIt has a central locking system to prevent opening of the drawers on the unit.There is an oxygen cylinder holding place on the unit.One height adjustable I.V poleThere is a steel waste bin on the unit.There is a resuscitation board on the unit.Accessory bars on sides.Through 360 °rotatable four 125mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveIt has a 2-year manufacturer’s warranty commitment for manufacturing and assembly defects.Apart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Optional accessoriesAntibacterial polycarbonate boxes on topSpecifications- ABS top-Five drawers-Defibrillator stand-Oxygen cylinder housing-Resuscitation board-Strong and durable structure made of Stainless Steel-Clean and smooth appearance--Mobility-Four 100 mm diameter wheels-Two of wheels are with brake 

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

50 x 80 cm106 cm70KG100 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)Quality



Medical Carts
Medilcal TrolleyMT-D  01

FeaturesDescriptionDescriptionThe medicine cart is completely designed and manufactured from 304 quality stainless steel.With two drawersTrolley drawers are self-braked and telescopic rail connected to the body.Easy to clean through smooth operating surface ABS plastic top coating.All edges of the worktop are rounded and raised against liquid spillsAntibacterial polycarbonate boxes are available in one line of five in unit.Accessory bars on the side of unitThrough 360 °rotatable four 75mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveIt has a 2-year manufacturer’s warranty commitment for manufacturing and assembly defects.Optional accessoriesAntibacterial polycarbonate boxes on topSpecifications- ABS top- Two drawers- 5 Antibacterial polycarbonate boxes- Accessory bars-Strong and durable construction made of Stainless Steel-Clean and smooth appearance-Mobility-Four 75mm diameter wheels-Two of wheels are with brake

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

50 x 80 cm70 cm30 KG75 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)Quality



Medical Carts
Medilcal TrolleyMT-D  02

FeaturesDescriptionTwo drawer medicine trolleyEasy to clean through smooth operating surface ABS plastic top coating.All edges of the worktop are rounded and raised against liquid spillsThere is a bottle holder on upper tableBottom shelf with three side barrierIt is made of metal material,Steel construction parts are cleaned with an automatic system  rails. And it is painted with electrostatic powder coating at 180 degree.Through 360°rotatable four 75mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveIt has a 2-year manufacturer’s warranty commitment for manufacturing and assembly defects.Optional accessories- Stainless steel waste bin- Plastic waste bin- Antibacterial polycarbonate boxes- Specifications- ABS top- Two drawer- Shelf on bottom- Strong and durable structure made of steel profile- Clean and smooth appearance- Mobility- Four 75mm diameter wheels- Two of wheels are with brake

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

55 x 85 cm70 cm30 KG75 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)Quality
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Alaturka AŞ ; exports all kinds of hospital furniture, equipments  and all kinds of hospital consumables.Customer satisfaction is our main principle,and sustainable quality at every stage.  for this we have to strive as a whole team.As a company,especialy for export  we are always ready to be your solution partner with our experienced team.our aim is to make revolutionary changes in some subjects which are standard.Although we are a newly established company, we are confident as a staff and infrastructure.We attach importance to our customers as principles of working against our competitors in the market conditions, principled, honest, open and consistent. We respect and respect the compliance of our business with the law, general business ethics.Our mission is to follow our customers with advanced technological methods, to offer the most suitable solutions to our customers, to provide the most reliable fastest high performance services and to provide customer satisfaction by offering alternatives in the most suitable market conditions in high quality and standards.

“Alaturka AŞ olarak ; Her türlü hastane mobilyaları, ekipmanları ve her türlü hastane sarf malzemeleri ihracatı yapmaktayız Müşteri memnuniyeti ana prensibimiz ve her aşamada sürdürülebilir kalite amacımızdır. Bunun için bütün bir ekip olarak çaba göstermeliyiz. Bir şirket olarak, özellikle ihracat için her zaman deneyimli ekibimizle çözüm ortağınız olmaya hazırız. Amacımız standart olan bazı konularda devrim niteliğinde değişiklikler yapmaktır. Her ne kadar Yeni kurulan bir şirket olsak da, personel ve altyapı olarak kendimize güveniyoruz. Müşterilerimize, rakiplerimize karşı piyasa şartları içerisinde, ilkeli, dürüst, açık ve tutarlı olmayı çalışma prensipleri olarak önem veririz.”

Hakkımızda / About Us
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Alaturka AŞ ; exports all kinds of hospital furniture, equipments  and all kinds of hospital consumables.Customer satisfaction is our main principle,and sustainable quality at every stage.  for this we have to strive as a whole team.As a company,especialy for export  we are always ready to be your solution partner with our experienced team.our aim is to make revolutionary changes in some subjects which are standard.Although we are a newly established company, we are confident as a staff and infrastructure.We attach importance to our customers as principles of working against our competitors in the market conditions, principled, honest, open and consistent. We respect and respect the compliance of our business with the law, general business ethics.Our mission is to follow our customers with advanced technological methods, to offer the most suitable solutions to our customers, to provide the most reliable fastest high performance services and to provide customer satisfaction by offering alternatives in the most suitable market conditions in high quality and standards.

“Alaturka AŞ olarak ; Her türlü hastane mobilyaları, ekipmanları ve her türlü hastane sarf malzemeleri ihracatı yapmaktayız Müşteri memnuniyeti ana prensibimiz ve her aşamada sürdürülebilir kalite amacımızdır. Bunun için bütün bir ekip olarak çaba göstermeliyiz. Bir şirket olarak, özellikle ihracat için her zaman deneyimli ekibimizle çözüm ortağınız olmaya hazırız. Amacımız standart olan bazı konularda devrim niteliğinde değişiklikler yapmaktır. Her ne kadar Yeni kurulan bir şirket olsak da, personel ve altyapı olarak kendimize güveniyoruz. Müşterilerimize, rakiplerimize karşı piyasa şartları içerisinde, ilkeli, dürüst, açık ve tutarlı olmayı çalışma prensipleri olarak önem veririz.”
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Other Equipments
Overbed TableABS 01

FeaturesDescriptionEasy to clean through smooth operating surface ABS plastic top coating.All edges of the worktop are rounded and raised against liquid spillsAntimicrobial, comfortable and easy to clean the top tableIt can be adjusted to the desired height by gas springThe foot structure of the table is made of profile material and  u-shapedSteel construction parts are cleaned with an automatic system  rails. And it is painted with electrostatic powder coating at 180 degree.Through 360 °rotatable four 50mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveIt works compatible with all medical devices through its foot height less than 10 cm.Apart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Specifications- ABS top- Height adjustment made by gas spring- Strong and durable construction with St 37 grade steel construction- Clean and smooth appearance- 360 degree rotatable 4 pieces of 50 wheels, two of them with brakes- Mobilized (mobility)

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

42x80 cm85x100 cm13 cm50 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)

Quality



Other Equipments
Bedside CabinetC01 HPL

FeaturesDescriptionBedside cabine twith overbed tableOverbed table which can be used on bothsides of cabinetBedside cabinet that can be used from frontand backBottleand cup holders Towelholder on side With out middle open spaces helfABS top bedside cabinetBedsidecabinet can be easilyandcontinuouslyrotatedbyupto 240°.Thismeansthatthepatientalways has ideal accesstothestoragespace.Bedsidecabinetwith HPL structureAntimicrobial, comfortableandeasytocleanCleanandsmoothappearanceBedside cabinet equipped with one drawer, middle space open shelfand cabinetDrawerwithhandleeasyandcomfortableopencloseInlowerpart has cabinet inside of cabinetoneshelfwithdoorhandle on it for easyusageThrough 360 °rotatablefour 50mm wheels mobile andeasytomoveApart from the standard, special producing is made in therequired size and design.For color option please get contactto authoritySpecifications-HPL structure-Onedrawer, openmiddleshelfandcabinet-Strong and durable HPL body-Mobility-Four 50 mm diameter wheels-Two of wheels with brake-White door and drawer blue

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

40x45 cm85 cm30 cm50 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)

Quality



Other Equipments
Overbed TableC 01  HPL

FeaturesC01  HPL  OVERBED TABLEDescriptionOverbed table with HPL topThe top part of the overbed table is antimicrobial, easy and convenient to cleanThrough gas spring it can be adjusted to desired heightThe foot structure of the table is made of profile material and u-shapedSteel construction parts are cleaned with an automatic system rails.And it is painted with electrostatic powder coating at 180 degree.Through 360 °rotatable four 50mm wheels mobile and easy to moveIt works compatiblewit hall medical devices through its foot height lessthan 10 cm.Apart from the standard, special producing is made in therequired size anddesign..Specifications- HPL top- Height adjustment made by gas spring- Metallic construction- Clean and smooth appearance- 360° rotatable 50mm diameter four wheels two of them with brake- Mobilized (mobility)

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

37x70 cm80x100 cm12 cm50 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)

Quality



Other Equipments
Bedside CabinetM 02

FeaturesDescriptionThe bedside cabinet is aesthetically compatible with the beds to be used in the hospital.Easy to clean through smooth operating surface ABS plastic top coating.All edges of the worktop are rounded and raised against liquid spillsBedside cabinet consists with three part drawer, overbed table on side which is with height adjustment and cabinetHandle on the drawer and on door cabinet.Shelf in the lower cabinetSteel construction parts are cleaned with an automatic system  rails. And it is painted with electrostatic powder coating at 180 degree.Overbed table adjustment made by gas spring on cabinet sideThrough 360 °rotatable four 50mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveApart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Specifications- ABS top- Height adjustable dining table with gas spring- Metallic- Epoxy powder coated- Single drawer and bottom cabinet with single shelf- Clean and smooth appearance- Strong and durable construction made of metal- Mobility- Four 50mm diameter wheels two of them with brake

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

40 x 60 cm84 cm35 cm50 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)Quality



Other Equipments
Bedside CabinetW 01

FeaturesDescriptionProduced with quality woods, this product provides comfort for the user.Easy to clean through smooth operating surface ABS plastic top coating.All edges of the worktop are rounded and raised against liquid spillsAntimicrobial, comfortable and easy to clean the top tableIt consists of two parts, one drawer and one Cabinet partAluminum slatted cornersSingle shelf cabinet with lid at bottom availableThrough 360 °rotatable four 50mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveApart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.  Bedsidecabinet can be easilyandcontinuouslyrotatedbyupto 240°.Thismeansthatthepatientalways has ideal accesstothestoragespace.Bedsidecabinetwith HPL structureAntimicrobial, comfortableandeasytocleanCleanandsmoothappearanceBedside cabinet equipped with one drawer, middle space open shelfand cabinetDrawerwithhandleeasyandcomfortableopencloseInlowerpart has cabinet inside of cabinetoneshelfwithdoorhandle on it for easyusageThrough 360 °rotatablefour 50mm wheels mobile andeasytomoveApart from the standard, special producing is made in therequired size and design.For color option please get contactto authoritySpecifications- ABS top- Laminated- Aluminium slatted corners- One drawer one cabinet- Clean and smooth appearance- Laminated body strong and durable construction- Mobility- Four 50mm diameter wheels- Wheels two of them with brake

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

41 x 45 cm80 cm24 cm50 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)Quality



Other Equipments
Overbed TableW 01  MANUEL

FeaturesW 01 MANUEL -  OVERBED TABLEDescriptionEasy to clean through smooth operating surface laminated coating.It can be adjusted to the desired height by manual mechanism.The foot structure of the table is made of profile material and  u-shapedSteel construction parts are cleaned with an automatic system  rails. And it is painted with electrostatic powder coating at 180 degree.Through 360 °rotatable four 50mm wheels mobile and  easy to moveIt works compatible with all medical devices through its foot height less than 10 cm.Apart from the standard, special producing is made in the required size and design.Specifications- Laminated top- Economic- Height adjustment manual- Clean and smooth appearance- Four 50mm diameter wheels- Mobility

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (WxL)HeightWeightWheels

37x70 cm80x100 cm13 KG50 mm diameter and diagonal brake system (two brakes, two free wheels)

Quality


